Customized Online X-ray
Screener Training

Online X-ray Interpretation Training
A well-trained X-ray Operator is the key
to a successful screening program.
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COURSE OVERVIEW
MSA Security’s® Online X-ray Screener Training Solution is a robust and proven curriculum designed by MSA
bomb technicians who are trained by the FBI. Each day, MSA bomb technicians are engaged in real-time with
X-ray screeners across the globe to view, interpret and analyze a broad range of suspicious images from over 800
X-ray machines worldwide. That unmatched professional insight is at the root of MSA’s dynamic training content
that is developed and delivered in partnership with 360training.
Accessed via the web, this training offers unprecedented insight into real-world scenarios and focuses on X-ray
interpretation, explosives recognition, IED awareness and more. This state-of-the-art online learning
management system also offers robust tracking and reporting capabilities, delivered through a world class
learning management system.
Comprehensive Online Curriculum Delivers Dynamic Content:
Exercises are Real-life Scenarios to Reinforce Training • X-ray History and Safety
X-ray Physics • Improvised Explosive Devices • Principles of Screening
Practices of Screening • Review and Testing

THE VALUE OF SCREENER TRAINING
Screening technology is used at the entrances of commercial office buildings,
mailrooms, air cargo facilities, landmark checkpoints, entertainment venues and sports
arenas. Experienced and well-trained screeners are a critical component to screening
success. Misinterpretation of suspicious items is a liability risk leading to unnecessary
evacuations, operational inefficiencies or – in the worst case – the mishandling of a
true explosive threat.

ONGOING & ONSITE TRAINING
Course participants can elect to receive MSA’s Explosives Digest
newsletter, which delivers breaking news on emerging threats and the
latest IED presentations. The MSA team gathers and vets trends in
terrorism, explosive screening and detection, changes in the National
Terrorism Advisory System and other timely topics of interest to create this
unique-to-the-industry informational resource.
Live classroom and onsite training are recommended at most locations and delivered by MSA’s experienced
subject matter experts. The online course mirrors the live classroom curriculum to ensure consistency across
screener population.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

MSA Security® is the premier provider of explosive detection services and high
consequence threat protection. MSA has divisions in Security and Investigations and is
able to provide comprehensive security solutions tailored to our clients’ unique needs.
With over 1,300 employees, our team is comprised of active and retired members of
specialized law enforcement units across the nation (e.g., SWAT, Bomb Squad, Tactical and
Counterterrorism Units), as well as elite military organizations. As a result, our clients gain
immediate access to individuals with extensive and unrivaled experience in the areas of:
Explosive Threats
Executive Protection
Threat Intelligence Analysis
Threat Assessment and Planning
Special Event Security
Investigations
MSA has been Leading the Industry in High Consequence Threat Protection Since 1987.
MSA’s pioneering range of best-in-class security services enables us to execute
situation-specific plans that protect the flow of business and keep things moving.
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